MHRA footnotes: quick crib sheet

These references are formatted as they would appear in footnotes, rather than in the bibliography.

Notes should be marked in the text by superscript numbers. These note reference numbers should always be placed after any punctuation (including a parenthesis), and at the end of a direct quotation. Wherever possible the number should be placed at the end of a sentence.

Keeping the number of footnotes to a minimum: references to several sources mentioned close together in the same paragraph can be grouped together into one footnote.

Footnotes should end with a full stop.

Book
Author first name or INITIAL(s) Family name, *Title: Subtitle*, Series/Edition/Volume details if relevant (Place of publication: Publisher name, Year of publication), Volume number if relevant, page reference.


The names of up to three authors should be given in full. Works by more than three authors should give only the name of the first author, followed by ‘and others’.

Chapter in an edited book
Author first name or INITIAL(s) Family name, ‘Title of Chapter’, in *Book Title: Subtitle*, ed. by Editor/Author (Place of publication: Publisher name, Year of publication), page numbers of chapter [Only the last two digits are required within the same hundred page range] (page reference).


Journal article (print)
Author first name or INITIAL(s) Family name, ‘Title of Article’, *Title of Journal*, Volume (Year of Publication), first and last page numbers of the article (page reference).


The letters pp. are not required for the article page range. The page numbers usually indicate the relevant volume part, so the part number can be omitted if the parts within each volume are continuously paginated. If the parts are individually paginated the format is: Volume. Part (Year of Publication)
Journal article (online)
Author first name(s) or INITIAL(s) Family name, ‘Title of Article’, Title of Journal, Volume. Part (Year of Publication), page numbers or article number <URL or DOI> [accessed date –not needed if using DOI link].


Website or webpage
Author first name(s) or INITIAL(s) Family name, ‘Title of page or article’, Title of Main Website <URL> [accessed date].


Later references
In all subsequent references to a particular work, after the first reference, the shortest intelligible form should be used. Usually the author surname, short title of the work, and page reference are sufficient:

Duffy, Stripping of the Altars, p. 392.

When referencing a new book chapter, in an edited volume which has already been referenced, use a shortened version of the edited volume:

Verena Hutter, ‘Images in Skin: Tattooed Performers in Germany in the Twentieth Century and Today’, in Bodies without Borders, ed. by de Casanova and Jafar, pp. 113-36 (p. 120).